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GENERATOR

A) Brush

B) Brush joint

C) Handle extension ring nut

D) Monoblock

E) Joint lock

F) Cloth for smooth surfaces

G) Cloth for rough surfaces

This appliance conforms with Directive 2004/108/EC (EMC) and

Directive 2006/95/EC (low voltage).

Polti S.p.A. reserves the right to change equipment or accesso-

ry specification without prior notice.

AATTTTEENNTTIIOONN

For precautions for use, correct product use and information on

product disposal (WEEE), please refer to the user’s manual for

the product to which this accessory is connected.

PPRREEPPAARRAATTIIOONN

•Connect the monoblock (D) to your steam generator, as descri-

bed in the user’s manual for the generator.

•Unscrew the tube extension ring nut and lengthen the tube as

required (fig. 1). 

For best use, brush length should be the same as the user’s

height.

Fasten the ring nut.

UUSSEE

•Switch on your steam generator as described in the user’s ma-

nual.

•Should your generator have a flow regulator, regulate steam to

medium.

•Before using the cloth supplied, steam the surface to be treated

with the brush for 15-20 seconds in order to stabilise the ap-

pliance operating temperature. 

•The jet of steam is activated by gently pressing the brush on

the surface to be treated.

•Apply the cloth to the brush using the Velcro on it (fig.2).

Cloth (F) is suitable for cleaning smooth surfaces. Its special

composition means that it dries surfaces well.

Cloth (G) is instead suitable for cleaning rough surfaces, such

as terracotta, and cleans more thoroughly.

•You can begin use according to the advice given in the next pa-

ragraph.

•After particularly intense use, the cloth may be soaked in dirt

and steam. If so, replace the cloth with a clean one.

AADDVVIICCEE  OONN  UUSSEE

•Please pay careful attention when cleaning wooden surfaces

and treated terracotta flooring as prolonged use of steam may

damage the wax, polish or colour of  the surfaces to be clea-

ned. We therefore recommend only steaming these surfaces

for short periods of time, or cleaning using a previously stea-

med cloth. 

•To clean efficiently, start from the corners of the rooms, moving

backwards to clean the surface.

•Always supply steam when pushing the brush forwards, then

pick up the dirt, pulling the brush backwards (without supplying

steam).

•For a more efficient collection, pull the brush towards you in an

“S” shape (fig. 3).

CCLLEEAANNIINNGG  VVEERRTTIICCAALL  SSUURRFFAACCEESS

WARNING: surfaces must be treatable, such as tiled walls

of kitchens and bathrooms. DO NOT USE on painted walls

or surfaces not suitable for steam use.

•To clean the vertical surfaces, lock the brush in order that the

joint remains fixed.

To do so, simply lower the lock as shown in figure 4.

•To release the joint, restore the lock to its original position.

It is also useful to lock the joint when resting the brush during

storage.

CCAARREE  OOFF  YYOOUURR  AAPPPPLLIIAANNCCEE

•Before attempting any maintenance operation, make sure

to always disconnect the appliance from the mains.

•To clean the body of the appliance, simply use a moist cloth.

•To clean the cloths, follow the instructions given on them.

Read these instructions carefully before

using the appliance. 

EENNGGLLIISSHH


